
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Max
Ehrich Reveals Details About
How He Learned of Split From
Demi Lovato

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Max Ehrich reveals new details
surrounding his celebrity break-up from fiancé Demi Lovato.
According  to  EOnline.com,  Ehrich  first  learned  that  his
celebrity relationship was over when he saw the headline of a
tabloid on his phone. At the time, Ehrich was on the set of
his new movie, Southern Gospel, and not with his then-fiancé
Lovato. The actor described how his cast members watched the
event  unfold  and  helped  him  get  back  into  character  to
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continue filming. 

In  celebrity  break-up  news,  Max
Ehrich  claims  he  heard  about  his
break-up  from  Demi  Lovato  via  a
tabloid. If you’ve decided to break
things off with your partner, what
are the best ways to go about it?

Cupid’s Advice:

Breaking up with your partner can be one of the most difficult
conversations to have. However, just because the conversation
is challenging does not mean it’s okay to go about ending the
relationship  without  consulting  your  partner.  If  you  are
looking for the best ways to go about breaking things off with
your partner, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Address the issues: Before you even get to the point of
breaking up, it is important to discuss the issues you are
having within the relationship with your partner. Try to find
any last minute areas of compromise before you decide that the
relationship is officially over. If the issues that the two of
you  are  facing  appear  to  be  unrepairable,  then  continue
forward with the split.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Lovato Buys $7 Million
House After Getting Engaged to Max Ehrich

2. Privately and in-person: Even though a relationship is
failing and there may be some ill-feelings between you and
your  partner,  it  is  still  important  to  respect  the  other
person throughout the process. One of the main ways to show
respect is to go about the break-up in a private setting and
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preferably in person. If distance is an issue, try to make the
conversation as personable as possible by making a phone call
rather than sending a text. 

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Ups:  Kelly  Clarkson  &  Usher
Connect Over Divorce Difficulties

3. Listen to their requests: After a break-up, there are often
new boundaries that need to be established between you and
your ex. Take some time after the break-up to establish what
kind of relationship the two of you will have moving forward.
While one of you may wish to remain friends, the other may
need some time without any contact to process this new change
before agreeing to an ongoing relationship of any kind. 

What are some other ways to go about breaking things off with
your partner in the best way? Start a conversation in the
comments below.
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